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Slave risings were frequent, especially when the influence
of the French Revolution began to be felt in the Islands.
In fact, by 1783 the West Indies had passed their zenith, J
and by 1815 decline had palpably set in. The abolition of ladies
the slave trade in 11807 an(i the emancipation of the slaves
in 1833 were severe blows to the planters, for the com-
pensation given, when the latter step was taken, represented
only about one-third of the value of the slaves. Negro
slaves, though generally excellent workers, were not gifted
with any originality or initiative; and progress in the plan-
tations was slow: the French islands, especially Gaudeloupe
and Martinique, were more efficiently managed, and their
competition with the English steadily became more effective,
This was particularly severe after 1783, when, with the
independence of the American colonies, the trade between
the British West Indies and the mainland became prohibited,
and when the Americans were at liberty to buy their goods
in the cheapest market. When later in the nineteenth
century England adopted Free Trade, the competition of
foreign countries was almost the final blow to the West
Indies. In the nineteenth century the relative value of and
sugar, the staple product of the Islands, steadily declined.
Beet sugar grown in Europe and subsidised by European
Governments began to compete with the cane sugar of the
West Indies. Thus the supreme importance of the Indies
in the British Empire had been slowly diminished, and
prosperity did not return to the Islands until the close of
the nineteenth century; the development of scientific
cultivation, England's restriction of the importation of
foreign sugar, the opening of the Panama Canal, and the
introduction of fresh crops made possible a partial revival
of their former importance.
The history of the West Indies is connected with that British
of Africa, for British settlements in Africa were chiefly Africa?
slave-trading stations.   Towards the close of the eighteenth
century slaves were being shipped from Africa at the rate stations •
of 74,000 each year, 38,000 of whom were taken by English
dealers.1   Shortly after the Restoration of Charles II to
* Rose, Life of William Pitt, vol. L, p. 455.
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